


...A unique combination 
of light and transparency

 CHINA   SHENZHEN, EAST PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL CENTRE – GLASSILED SIGN, 125 MM PITCH – 120 M2
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Now you can harness the LEDs1 embedded inside Glassiled to open up  

whole new dimensions for your creativity. Whether you want to brand,  

animate a building facade or create an original interior design,  

Glassiled offers you the best innovative glazing solutions. 

Enjoy light, colour and transparency with Glassiled Sign, Motion and Uni! 

Three Glassiled key benefits 
 High transparency

 No facade obstruction

 Uniform effect over several floors (as well vision as spandrel areas) 

Light up your projects 

1 Light-emitting diodes
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WHEN DUBAI  
IS YOUR CANVAS

When Dubai is your canvas, the skyline becomes a 
masterpiece of ambition and innovation. Towering 
skyscrapers stretch towards the heavens, their sleek 
designs etching a silhouette against the Arabian sky. 
Each building is a brushstroke, painting a picture of 
modernity and luxury.

But Dubai’s canvas is not just defined by its 
architecture. It is a city where the desert meets 
the sea, where golden sands shimmer in the 
sunlight and azure waters beckon adventurers. The 
landscape itself becomes a work of art, a testament 
to nature’s beauty and resilience.

In Dubai, the canvas is ever-evolving, a reflection of 
the city’s relentless pursuit of excellence. It is a place 
where creativity knows no bounds, where the only 
limit is the imagination.

When Dubai is your canvas, the possibilities 
are endless, and the result is nothing short of 
extraordinary.

DISCOVER THIS MOOD



WHEN 
LAS VEGAS
IS YOUR 
CANVAS

When Las Vegas is your canvas, the city 
becomes a vibrant tapestry of lights, 
colors, and endless possibilities. 

The iconic Las Vegas Strip is the focal 
point, where towering hotels and 
casinos dazzle with neon signs and 
extravagant displays. Each building is 
a stroke of creativity, a testament to the 
city’s unbridled imagination.

Beyond the glitz and glamour, Las 
Vegas is a place of reinvention and 
transformation. It’s a city where dreams 
are realized and fantasies come to 
life. Whether it’s a themed resort or an 
immersive experience, every attraction 
adds to the colorful mosaic of Las Vegas’ 
cultural landscape.

In Las Vegas, the canvas is constantly 
evolving, reflecting the city’s ever-
changing identity. It’s a place where 
artists, performers, and creators come 
together to push the boundaries of 
what’s possible.

When Las Vegas is your canvas, the only 
limit is your imagination, and the result is a 
masterpiece of excitement and adventure.
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WHEN KYOTO IS YOUR CANVAS

When Kyoto is your canvas, tranquility and tradition blend seamlessly to create a 
serene masterpiece. The city’s timeless beauty is evident in every corner, from the 
graceful curves of ancient temples to the meticulously landscaped gardens.

In Kyoto, the canvas is painted with delicate cherry blossoms in spring, vibrant foliage 
in autumn, and pristine snow in winter. Each season brings its own palette of colors, 
transforming the city into a living work of art.

Beyond its cultural heritage, Kyoto is a city of quiet contemplation and introspection. 
Its peaceful temples and serene gardens offer refuge from the hustle and bustle of 
modern life, inviting visitors to pause and reflect on the beauty of the world around 
them.

In Kyoto, the canvas is a reflection of the city’s soul—a harmonious blend of past and 
present, nature and culture.

When Kyoto is your canvas, every moment is a brushstroke, creating a masterpiece 
that captures the essence of Japan’s ancient capital. 
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WHEN SEOUL IS 
YOUR CANVAS
When Seoul is your canvas, you’re greeted with 
a vibrant fusion of tradition and innovation, 
where ancient palaces stand tall beside 
futuristic skyscrapers. The city’s dynamic energy 
pulsates through its bustling streets, offering a 
canvas rich with culture, creativity, and endless 
possibilities.

The canvas of Seoul is painted with the vivid 
hues of its markets, where street food stalls 
burst with color and vitality. It’s reflected in 
the rainbow of lights that illuminate the city 
at night, casting a spellbinding glow over its 
bustling neighborhoods.

But Seoul’s canvas is not just about its 
sights—it’s also about its sounds and flavors. 
From the rhythmic beats of traditional drum 
performances to the sizzle of Korean barbecue, 
every experience adds depth and texture to the 
city’s vibrant tapestry.



DISCOVER THIS MOOD

In Seoul, the canvas is constantly evolving, 
inviting residents and visitors alike to leave 
their mark. It’s a city where creativity knows 
no bounds, where innovation thrives, and 
where the possibilities are as limitless as the 
imagination.

When Seoul is your canvas, every moment 
becomes a masterpiece waiting to be 
discovered.



WHEN BRUSSELS IS YOUR CANVAS
When Brussels is your canvas, you find yourself 
immersed in a tapestry of history, culture, and 
diversity. The city’s charm lies in its unique blend 
of old-world elegance and modern vibrancy, 
creating a canvas that is both timeless and 
dynamic.

From the majestic Grand Place to the whimsical 
Manneken Pis, Brussels’ architecture tells the story 
of centuries past. Each building is a brushstroke, 
adding depth and character to the city’s ever-
evolving canvas.

But Brussels’ canvas is not just about its 
landmarks—it’s also about its people and its 
culture. The city’s diverse neighborhoods offer a 
kaleidoscope of experiences, from the bustling 
markets of Marolles to the chic boutiques of 
Avenue Louise. It’s a city where culinary delights 
await around every corner, where Belgian waffles, 
chocolate, and beer are celebrated as works of art 
in their own right.

But above all, Brussels’ canvas is a reflection of its 
spirit—a spirit of resilience, diversity, and openness. 
It’s a city that embraces its past while looking 
towards the future, where tradition and innovation 
coexist in perfect harmony.

When Brussels is your canvas, every moment 
becomes a masterpiece waiting to be revealed.
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Glassiled Sign    Laminated glass or double glazing unit
   Embedded monochrome LED
   Permanent design with limited animation

Glassiled Motion    Double glazing unit
   Embedded individually addressable monochrome 

       or RGB LEDs
   Any animated content can be displayed on your building

Glassiled Uni    Double glazing unit
    LEDs concealed in the IGU spacer light up the glass surface 

uniformly
   Monochrome or RGB
   Static or dynamic

Three Glassiled products

Three Glassiled applications 

What can you use it for? Be inspired… Product available 

Facade Branding Signature
Information 

Art 

Make your building 
recognisable  

and alive

Sign
Uni

Motion

Facade Display Video display
Advertisement

Animate your  
building facade with 

any content 
Motion

Decorative Partition 
Floors 

Skylight 

Give dynamic and 
colourful effects  to 
your interior design

Sign
Uni



Glassiled Sign
A highly aesthetical way to integrate your logo or design permanently  

on your building.

 FRANCE    ISSY-LES-MOULINEAUX, 

GALERO BUILDING – 
ARCHITECT: CHRISTIAN DE 
PORTZAMPARC – GLASSILED 
SIGN COMBINED WITH 
ARTLITE DIGITAL 80 MM 
PITCH – 30 M2

UNVEIL YOUR BRAND
Use Glassiled Sign, Uni or Motion to identify a brand or give your building its 

 own signature. 



Glassiled Motion
Go for dynamic branding, which you can modify as much as you want  

to send the right message.

 BELGIUM   ANTWERP, 2017 RACF STADIUM – GLASSILED MOTION, 140 MM PITCH – 195 M2

UNVEIL YOUR BRAND
Use Glassiled Sign, Uni or Motion to identify a brand or give your building its 

 own signature. 



Glassiled Uni
A brand-new way to light up your building uniformly with  

LED-embedded glass. Enrich your architectural facade and bring it to life with 
infinite combinations of colors, tones and variations!



 RUSSIA    SURGUT, NEFTYANIK CULTURAL CENTER, MT ELECTRO – GLASSILED 
MOTION COMBINED WITH  
ARTLITE DIGITAL, 125 MM PITCH – 550 M2

Glassiled Motion
Glassiled Motion turns your facade into a powerful medium for  

animated projects (artistic, advertisement, information, etc).

BRING YOUR FACADE TO LIFE 



Glassiled Uni
If you’re looking for an original way to create intimacy or colourful effects  

in your interior design, Glassiled Uni is the perfect solution. 

Glassiled Sign
A skylight full of stars or a partition with a rain effect are all possible thanks to  

Glassiled Sign, which delivers a pixelised touch of light.

 BELGIUM    D HOTEL – GLASSILED 

SIGN

MAKE YOUR INTERIOR DYNAMIC!
Use Glassiled Sign or Uni to give your interior design a special look. 



 BELGIUM   ZAVENTEM



 FRANCE   LILLE, FLOW CENTRE, 2014 - GLASSILED SIGN, 125 MM PITCH - 220 M2



Manufactured 

i n  g e n k
Belgium
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